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KOS:  When Wael and his relatives from
Syria climbed into an inflatable boat in
the dead of night to cross the sea from
Turkey to Greece, they abandoned all
their belongings-except their smart-
phones.

“Our phones and power banks are
more important for our journey than
anything, even more important than
food,” said Wael, a 32-year-old from the
devastated Syrian city Homs who
reached the Greek resort island of Kos
on Thursday morning.

Refugees are using Facebook groups
with tens of thousands of members to
share photographs and experiences, find
smugglers’ phone numbers, map their
route from Turkey to Greece and onward
to northern Europe and to calculate
expenses.

They use WhatsApp to help the coast
guard pinpoint their location once their
boats have reached Greek waters and
Viber to let their families know they have
landed safely.

“We couldn’t take anything with us

on the boat, we were all so crammed.
But these phones are our most precious
belongings,” said Wael, who fled Syria
with his bright green-eyed wife and 12
relatives, including three children.

They are among more than 135,000
refugees and migrants who have arrived
in Greece this year, amid Europe’s
biggest migration crisis since World War
II.

“I wrapped my phone up in a reseal-
able plastic bag to protect it from the
water,” said the olive-skinned man. In
Kos, Syrians can be seen taking photo-
graphs of each other on the beach using
their smartphones, and ordering coffee
at local cafes where they can connect to
Internet.

“We have taken photos of every step
of our journey and sent them to our
families,” said Wael’s cousin Raed, 30,
adding that social media is a “vital”
resource for refugees who have no legal
way to reach Europe. “No one gives us
visas, so we have to find alternatives. On
Facebook, we Syrians help each other

and give each other advice,” said Raed,
who left behind his wife and six-month-
old, ill daughter.

He hopes to reach Germany, and
once there apply to be reunified with his
family. “There are entire conversations
about which country is best for each
person. For instance, Germany is good
for family reunification. Sweden is good
because you get your papers immedi-
ately,” he said, citing information he
found on social media.

“That helps each of us set our target,”
Raed said, adding that he has looked up
photographs and articles online about
Berlin, “a nice city where people have
rights”.

Aside from Lebanon, where he lived
in misery with his family as a refugee for
some 18 months, Raed had never left
Syria before going to Turkey and then
Greece.

‘THE LOST ONES’ 
“Asylum and migration in all Europe”

and “Asylum in Sweden, Holland,

Norway, Germany, Britain, Austria and
Switzerland” are just two of dozens of
Facebook groups that Syrians are oper-
ating and using to learn about the per-
ilous, in some cases deadly journey to
Europe.

A fourth, closed group called “Bus
stop for the lost ones” is one of the most
popular, boasting more than 42,000
members. Several Syrians in Kos told
AFP they had used this page to map
their route.

The questions and ensuing conversa-
tions are varied and detailed. “Guys, in
which German federal state should I
hand myself over to the police? Where
will I get a residence permit the quick-
est?” asks one user.

“Thank God... We have arrived on the
(Greek) island of Chios,” wrote another
user, posting a picture of himself and
two other young men, one of them
flashing a victory sign.

“If I get residence in Germany, will I
be allowed to travel to Lebanon?” asks a
third. “Quickly, quickly! I need a hotel in

Belgrade, does anyone have any
addresses?” inquires a fourth. “Guys, will
$2,500 (2,250 euros) be enough?” asks
another. In the comments section, other
users reply.

“Go for it,” a participant tells the user
who asked about costs. “I made it with
$900.” “We do this to help each other,”
explained Said, a 22-year-old computer
engineering student from the besieged
town of Daraya, southwest of Damascus.

“We want to help our fellow Syrians
so no one gets cheated by smugglers. So
whenever someone finds a smuggler
who charges less, his phone number
gets passed around,” he added.

Said, who was a non-violent activist
in the Syrian revolt that later morphed
into a savage civil war, believes docu-
menting the journey to Europe is as
important as detailing the violence at
home. “We Syrians took pictures of every
protest and every massacre. We aren’t
going to stop sharing our stories now.
Migration is part of our story now,” he
said.—AFP

Syrians use Facebook to plan, document journey to Europe

SEATTLE: In this June 16, 2014, file photo, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos walks on stage for the launch of the new Amazon Fire Phone, in Seattle.—AP

NEW YORK: Amazon isn’t the only company that
is using data on employees to improve produc-
tivity. A New York Times article over the weekend
portrayed Amazon’s work culture as “bruising”
and “Darwinian” in part because of the way it
uses data to manage its staff. The article depict-
ed a work culture where staffers are under con-
stant pressure to deliver strong results on a wide
variety of detailed metrics the company moni-
tors in real time - such as what gets abandoned
in peoples shopping cards and what videos peo-
ple stream - and encouraged to report praise or
criticism about colleagues to management to
add to more data about workers performance.
The story led to an outcry on social media.
Amazon’s CEO Jeff Bezos said in a memo to staff
over the weekend that the article doesn’t accu-
rately describe the company culture he knows.
But experts say the kind of data-driven staff
management Amazon uses is set to become
more common as technology continues to trans-
form the American workplace.

“Every company is somewhere in process
toward using data to get a better handle on who
their top performers are and to understand
where people stand,” said John Challenger, CEO
of outplacement consultancy Challenger, Gray &
Christmas, Inc.

Companies, both large and small, have been
moving away from traditional human resources
reviews that rely on annual performance evalua-
tions. They’re moving toward a more data-driven
approach with more frequent feedback, check-
ins, and other metrics.

Consulting firms Accenture and Deloitte both
said this year they would revamp their perform-
ance review processes, for example, adopting a
more data driven approach that includes more
frequent ratings by managers and other internal
feedback and data that can be aggregated and
analyzed to provide a better portrait of perform-
ance than a single rating. In an essay in the

Harvard Business Review, Deloitte said the new
approach uses “the technology to go from a
small data version of our people to a big data
version of them.”

Tech companies have been even speedier in
applying data analytics to staffing. Google, for
example, uses data to figure out how to put
together optimal-sized teams for projects and
figure out what makes effective leaders.

Paul Hamerman, a Forrester analyst who
focuses on human resources management and
financial applications, says the future may look
more like what Glint Inc., based in Redwood City,
Calif., is offering clients. The company, with
clients including music-streaming site Pandora
and marketing automation company Marketo,
sends employees what it calls “pulses,” or short
surveys about how they are feeling and how
they feel about their job.

Glint CEO Jim Barnett said the surveys let
executives see how the health of their employ-
ees and company are faring in real time, in the
same speed with which they might be able to
check sales results or marketing impressions.
Since the “pulses” to company employees recur
more frequently than traditional reviews. And
their data can be aggregated to give a clearer
picture of how employees are faring overall.

“The old mentality was once a year we would
check in with an annual survey, have an annual
review, set goals,” said Barnett. “What we’ve
learned is the world today moves much faster
than that.”

One of Glint’s clients, Marketo, was able to
use the data gleaned from the Pulses to see that
women in one department were ranking their
work/life balance substantially lower than
expected. The company found a staffing short-
age in that area and increased staff.

“What they were able to do was to go in and
increase the staffing before they had significant
attrition,” Barnett said. “The beauty of systems

like this is you’re able to link actions to out-
comes.”

The downside to a data-driven approach is t
can seem “Big Brother-ish” to staffers. But Glint
said the surveys that the company sends out
have an 80 to 85 percent response rate.
“Employees tend to be willing to share,” Barnett
said.

Another drawback: Relying strictly on num-
bers can lead to the perception of a cold-heart-
ed workplace. “It’s easy to get so hung up on sta-
tistics that you miss the value of what that indi-
vidual brings to the table in terms of personality,
connectivity and those intangible pieces,” said
David Lewis, CEO of HR outsourcing and consult-
ing firm OperationsInc in Norwalk, Conn.

That can lead to a dysfunctional workplace. “If
everybody is miserable about what they are
doing at work that bleeds over,” said Jay
Starkman, CEO of Engage PEO.

But in general, performance tracking makes
sense, he said: “Companies and jobs should not
be family. You can’t fire crazy Uncle Jim. Families
aren’t gauged by performance.”

Michael Distefano, chief marketing officer at
executive recruitment firm Korn Ferry in Los
Angeles, likens the data-driven workplace
approach to how data has taken over fitness
training.  Rather than having your fitness level
measured at a checkup or visit to the doctor, it’s
now available in real time to everyone with a fit-
ness tracker like FitBit or Apple Watch.

“I envision a world where we’ve all got wear-
ables on and you send a pulse survey to a few
hundred employees a day asking about different
levels of engagement: ‘Here are four emoticons,
which one best depicts how you feel about your
job?,’” he said. “That gets transmitted to a dash-
board, and the first thing a CEO does in the
morning is grab his tablet, plug into the dash-
board, see how people are feeling and make a
few calls accordingly.” —AP

Amazon’s data-driven approach 
becoming more common

Who needs .com? Domains like
vegas, .pr, .nyc are trending

NEW YORK: Did the website address you
just went to really end with “.vegas” instead
of “.com”? It’s not a mistake. Companies,
organizations and people are starting to
forsake the familiar “.com” and “.org”
Internet address suffixes, using instead
hundreds of new ones like “.legal,” “.restau-
rant,” “.solutions,” “.movie” and “.nyc” that
have been coming on the market since ear-
ly 2014. 

Some U.S. companies have started using
suffixes that previously were used in other
countries or  territories, such as Puerto
Rico’s “.pr.” Others are catching up to a
handful l ike “.jobs” and “.travel” that
became available a decade ago.

Known to some as not-coms, the suffix-
es give companies a chance to get website
addresses, known as domains, that include
their names. Many have tried to get a “.com”
domain, only to find someone else already
had it. They’re also used as a marketing
tool, helping an organization or business
show the public what they’re about. The
suffixes are eye-catching and trendy, espe-
cially with tech-savvy Internet users. Some
not-com addresses redirect to addresses
with suffixes like “.com” or “.co.”

“People are much more attuned to all
the quirky names out there,” says Heddi
Cundle, whose online travel gift card com-
pany, myTab, uses “.travel” in its domain.

Expect to see more of them after
Google’s announcement last week that its
new parent company, Alphabet, will have a

website address of abc.xyz. “Google’s action
shifts not-coms from an interesting option
to the ‘new normal,’” says Jeff Davidoff, chief
marketing officer of Donuts Inc., a compa-
ny that owns some of the new suffixes.

The suffixes have been approved by the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers, the agency that oversees
online addresses. Businesses, organizations
and individuals can buy a domain from
brokers known as domain registrars. These
brokers, in turn, get the names from suffix
wholesalers like Donuts, known as reg-
istries.

More than 6 million domains using the
new suffixes have been registered, says
Mike McLaughlin, a senior vice president at
GoDaddy Inc.,  a company that sells
domains to the public.  There are an esti-
mated 150 million “.com” domains in use.

“When somebody has a kernel of an
idea, one of the very first things they do is
(check on a name’s availability) to see if
they can capture the essence of their idea
in a name,” McLaughlin says. While many of
the companies using the new suffixes are
startups, established companies are also
adopting not-coms. And some huge com-
panies are getting their own suffixes,
including the international bank Barclays,
which has “.barclays,” and delivery company
FedEx, which is working on getting “.fedex.”
Big corporations apply for suffixes with
their own brands to be able to control how
they’re used.—AP

DANIA BEACH: In this Tuesday, Aug. 4, 2015 photo, Avery Pack, president of Republic
Bike, poses for a photograph with a fleet bicycle manufactured at Republic Bike for
Johnson Space Center. Companies, organizations and people are starting to forsake
the familiar “.com” and “.org” Internet address suffixes, using instead hundreds of
new ones like “.legal,” “.movie,” “.bike” and “.nyc” that have been coming on the mar-
ket since early 2014.—AP

TORONTO: Hackers have followed through
on a threat to release online a huge cache
of data, including customer information,
that was stolen a month ago from cheating
spouses website AshleyMadison.com, sev-
eral tech websites reported on Tuesday.

Reuters was not immediately able to
confirm the authenticity of the posting. The
data was posted onto the dark web, mean-
ing it is only accessible using a specialized
browser, although vast lists of hundreds of
email addresses including many linked to
corporations and universities sprouted up
on other sites hours after the news broke.

The hackers, who call themselves The
Impact Team, leaked snippets of the com-
promised data in July and threatened to
publish names and salacious details of as
many as 37 million customers unless
Ashley Madison and EstablishedMen.com,
another site owned by Toronto-based par-
ent company Avid Life Media, were taken
down. While other higher-profile attacks
such as those on big companies, like Sony
Pictures Entertainment and Target , have
seen credit card data of customers stolen,
this attack appeared to confirm that the
hackers were not driven by blackmail or
commercial motives, but rather ideological
ones. Identifying customers on Ashley
Madison, which uses the slogan “Life is

short. Have an affair,” could have far-reach-
ing consequences for individual people.

“These guys want as much notoriety as
possible. This isn’t cyber terrorism. It’s cyber
vigilantism,” said Ajay K. Sood, General
Manager for Canada of cyber security firm
FireEye Inc.

Police and intelligence sources have said
it appeared to be an inside job. Still the
dump was massive, according to Troy Hunt,
a Microsoft security expert, who said more
than 1 million unique email addresses were
attached to payment records.

Tech website Wired said 9.7 gigabytes of
data was posted, and appeared to include
member account and credit card details.

“Avid Life Media has failed to take down
Ashley Madison and Established Men,”
Wired quoted Impact Team as saying in a
statement accompanying the online dump.

“We have explained the fraud, deceit,
and stupidity of ALM (Avid Life Media)
and their members. Now everyone gets
to see their  data ,” the hackers  sa id,
according to Wired. Avid Life,  did not
immediately  respond to  emai ls  and
phone calls seeking comment. Toronto-
based cybersecurity firm Cycura, which
was hired by Avid Life to investigate the
attack ,  said it  was not authorized to
speak on the matter. —Reuters

Hackers dump data from 
cheating website online

PARIS: A crop of new tech entrepreneurs from
Africa and its diaspora are hoping to bridge the
continent’s growing middle class and booming
film industry in a quest to become the “African
Netflix”.

On its own, the Nigerian cinema industry-
known as Nollywood-generated 3.7 billion
euros ($4.1 billion) in revenue and produced
2,000 films last year, whetting the appetites of
Internet video-on-demand (VOD) companies. 

They hope to move the business online-
away from its usual outlet of street hawkers
flogging pirate DVDs for a couple of dollars-
making it more readily accessible to the esti-
mated 300 million people in Africa’s middle
class.

“With such a huge potential customer base,
it ’s not surprising that these start-ups are
emerging,” said Pascal Lechevallier, a new
media specialist. 

One new venture is Afrostream, founded by
African descendants in France in 2013, which
has a catalogue of around 50 films and a dozen
series such as “Before 30”-a kind of Lagos take
on “Sex and the City”.  “Today, all the VOD plat-
forms look alike. They all have the same con-
tent,” said Tonje Bakang, one of Afrostream’s co-
founders,  who was born in France to

Cameroonian parents.  He argues that success
will come from taking a different approach to
the big players l ike Netfl ix and Amazon.
Competition, however, is already fierce.

Nigeria’s iRokoTV, which is well-established
across the continent, pioneered the sector in
2010 before being followed by other subscrip-
tion services such as Kenya’s BuniTV and South
Africa’s Africa Magic Go.  “It’s good news-the
more players there are, the quicker the market
will establish itself,” said Bakang, adding that he
ultimately wants to fund his own productions
“in the style of HBO”.

Afrostream has already attracted 2,000 sub-
scribers ahead of its launch in September. It has
focused its marketing on Senegal and Ivory
Coast, and their French-speaking diaspora in
Europe, but has big plans for expansion.
“Although the European market remains impor-
tant for us with 15 million African descendants
and 10 million more fans of ‘afro’ culture, we
know that the real market is in Africa, where
there’s a middle class of 300 million people,”
said Bakang. 

Afrostream got support from French tele-
com giant Orange and is currently raising cash
at the renowned San Francisco start-up hub, Y
Combinator.

With elegant, easy-to-use websites and the
latest video-playing technology, these new
services have nothing to envy in comparison
with their Western competitors. 

But they still face a number of challenges,
not least of which is their heavy reliance on
Nollywood, which means they may struggle to
meet the varied tastes of 54 African countries.

“Nigeria might have a real film and TV indus-
try, but it’s far from the case everywhere,” said
Jean-Michel Huet, an emerging markets spe-
cialist at consultancy Bearing Point.

And while the number of smartphones in
Africa is set to double in the next two years to
more than 350 million subscribers, the rarity of
high-speed Internet access remains a brake on
the spread of VOD services. Punching credit
card details into a website, meantime, is not yet
the norm in many parts of the continent. There
is also the threat that the big hitters could mus-
cle in at any time. Netflix aims to be available
everywhere in the world by 2016, and France’s
Canalplay has made Africa a strategic priority.
“With a budget of $5 billion for acquiring rights,
Netflix can say: ‘I will set aside $100 million for
African films’ if they see that the market works,”
said Lechevallier. “And then the new platforms
won’t be able to compete.”—AFP

New start-ups want to become ‘African Netflix’


